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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

Rad52 promotes the annealing of complementary
strands of DNA bound by replication protein A
(RPA) during discrete repair pathways. Here, we
used a fluorescence resonance energy transfer
(FRET) between two fluorescent dyes incorporated
into DNA substrates to probe the mechanism by
which human Rad52 (hRad52) interacts with and
mediates annealing of ssDNA–hRPA complexes.
Human Rad52 bound ssDNA or ssDNA–hRPA
complex in two, concentration-dependent modes.
At low hRad52 concentrations, ssDNA was
wrapped around the circumference of the protein
ring, while at higher protein concentrations, ssDNA
was stretched between multiple hRad52 rings.
Annealing by hRad52 occurred most efficiently
when each complementary DNA strand or each
ssDNA–hRPA complex was bound by hRad52 in a
wrapped configuration, suggesting homology
search and annealing occur via two hRad52–
ssDNA complexes. In contrast to the wild type
protein, hRad52RQK/AAA and hRad521–212 mutants
with impaired ability to bind hRPA protein
competed with hRPA for binding to ssDNA and
failed to counteract hRPA-mediated duplex
destabilization highlighting the importance of
hRad52-hRPA interactions in promoting efficient
DNA annealing.

The eukaryotic Rad52 recombination mediator protein
participates in maintenance of genomic integrity by functioning in homologous recombination (HR), homologydirected DNA repair (HDR), and rescue of collapsed
replication forks (1–4). The importance of Rad52 is
underscored by the high sequence conservation in all
eukaryotes (5–9). In vitro biochemical investigations also
suggest strong functional conservation. Rad52 proteins
from yeast and vertebrates share two characteristic
activities: (i) they facilitate replacement of RPA bound
to ssDNA with Rad51 (or Dmc1) and therefore assist in
the formation of Rad51 (or Dmc1) nucleoprotein ﬁlaments, which are the active species during homology
search and strand exchange steps of HR and HDR
(10–13); and (ii) they promote annealing of complementary DNA strands as well as annealing between ssDNA–
RPA complexes (14,15). Similar to that of its yeast counterpart, the strand annealing activity of hRad52 plays a
role in HR, which is a vital mechanism for repair of the
deleterious DNA double-strand breaks (DSB) because it
confers the highest ﬁdelity of repair (16). In both, classical
DNA double-stranded break repair (DSBR) and synthesis
dependent strand annealing (SDSA) models annealing
between two long complementary ssDNA regions represents an important step in recombinational DNA repair
(17–22). In contrast, annealing of relatively short homologous sequences [as short as 29 bp in length (23)] located
in the vicinity of a DNA break is a prerequisite of
the single-strand annealing (SSA) mechanism of HDR.
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hRad52 and a truncation mutant, hRad521–212, which is
comprised of only the N-terminal half of the protein that
contains both the primary and secondary DNA-binding
sites and lacks the protein-protein interaction regions for
hRad51 and hRPA. We also constructed a full-length
hRad52 mutant protein (designated as hRad52RQK/AAA)
which has impaired interaction with hRPA. Our results
revealed that ssDNA can be wrapped around the
hRad52 ring, but multiple rings can bind one ssDNA
molecule at elevated hRad52 concentrations. These two
distinct binding modes aﬀected the rate and extent of
annealing diﬀerentially. The highest annealing rate was
achieved at protein concentrations where each DNA
strand was in a complex with a hRad52 protein ring. In
contrast, higher order hRad52–ssDNA complexes
impeded annealing. Similar results were obtained for the
full-length hRad52 protein when presented with ssDNA
bound by hRPA, except that the extent and the rate of
annealing were reduced likely as a result of competition
between hRad52-mediated annealing and hRPA-mediated
duplex destabilization. Notably, hRPA eﬀectively
competed for binding to ssDNA with hRad521–212 and
hRad52RQK/AAA and inhibited annealing mediated by
these proteins. Therefore, both the wrapped conformation
of ssDNA strands and the physical interaction between
hRad52 and hRPA were required for eﬃcient annealing
of hRPA coated ssDNA molecules.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Materials
All Cy3- or Cy5-labeled DNA substrates (HPLC puriﬁed)
were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies
(Coralville, IA). All chemicals were reagent grade.
Expression vectors for hRad52RQK/AAA and hRad521–212
mutants
The pET15b-6HIS-hRAD52 plasmid (39) was used as
template for construction of the RPA-binding deﬁcient
and C-terminal truncation mutants of hRad52 protein.
We used a QuikChange II XL site-directed mutagenesis
kit (Stratagene) and the following primers 50 hR52 261-263
RQK/AAA (50 -CGCACCAGCGGAAGCTCGCGGCA
GCTC-AGCTGCAGCAGCAGTTCC-30 ) and 30 hR
261-263 RQK/AAA (50 -GGAACTGCTG-CTGCAGCT
GAGCTGCCGCGAGCTTCCGCTGGTGCG-30 )
to
achieve the following substitutions: R261A, Q262A, and
K263A. We used the same kit and the 50 hR52 1-212 (50 -T
GCCGACCGAACATGTAATAATAAGCCCTGGGA
CAC C-30 ) and 30 hR52 1-212 (50 - GGTGTCCCAGGGCT
TATTATTACATGTTCGGTCGG CA-30 ) primers to
introduce three stop codons (TAA) at the end of the
coding sequence for the ﬁrst 212 amino acids of hRad52.
Successful
construction
of
the
pET15b-6HIShRAD52RQK/AAA and the pET15b-6HIS-hRAD521–212
plasmids was conﬁrmed by sequencing (DNA Core
Sequencing Facility, UIUC).
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The large representation of repeats in the human genome
(24) makes SSA an important pathway for both DNA
repair and mutagenesis (25).
Because of its crucial role in HR and DNA repair, yeast
Rad52 has been the subject of comprehensive genetic and
biochemical analyses (26). In contrast to the severe recombination and repair phenotypes observed in yeast, inactivation of RAD52 only mildly aﬀects recombination in
vertebrates (27–29). Vertebrates have a number of genes
encoding proteins that possess functions complementary
to Rad52 activities. Activities of these proteins, therefore,
may obscure Rad52 importance. It is also possible that
despite being homologs, yeast and vertebrate Rad52
proteins may in fact have quite distinct in vivo functions.
Characterization of human Rad52 has encompassed
in vitro analyses of its role in facilitating Rad51
nucleoprotein ﬁlament formation as well as its annealing
ability (10,20,30–32). Structural investigations of Rad52
revealed ring-shaped oligomers for both yeast and
human proteins with the predominant form being a
heptamer (33,34). Two high resolution structures were
obtained for a truncated hRad52 consisting of the
conserved ssDNA annealing domain (35,36). The
diameter of the undecameric ring for the truncated
protein, despite additional subunits, is no larger than the
heptameric ring for the full-length protein. Therefore, the
overall subunit arrangement within the undecameric ring
of the truncated protein is believed to accurately represent
the arrangement within the heptameric ring of the
full-length protein. Although both structures were
obtained without DNA, a positively charged groove
along the outer surface of the Rad52 ring is the predicted
DNA-binding site. In addition, a secondary DNA-binding
site was recently identiﬁed within the conserved
N-terminal domain of hRad52 protein (37).
The ring-shaped oligomeric structure with the
DNA-binding site spanning its perimeter might be important for the mediator function: hexameric UvsY, a Rad52
functional homolog from bacteriophage T4, binds ssDNA
as well as complexes comprised of by ssDNA and gp32,
which is the functional equivalent of eukaryotic RPA
protein, in a wrapped conﬁguration and this binding
mode is critical for UvsY-mediated formation and stabilization of UvsX (RecA/Rad51 homolog) nucleoprotein
ﬁlaments (38).
Despite the wealth of information uncovered in
previous investigations, the mechanistic aspects of
hRad52–ssDNA interactions remained unresolved. In
particular, it is unclear what species participate in
hRad52-mediated annealing. Inhibition of DNA
annealing in gel-based assays by high concentrations of
hRad52 (30) may be viewed as evidence that annealing
mainly occurs between a hRad52–ssDNA complex and a
protein-free DNA, or between one strand in complex with
hRad52 and another bound by hRPA given the copious
amounts of hRPA used in typical assays and those found
in the cell.
Here, we developed FRET-based binding and annealing
assays to resolve the DNA-binding mode of hRad52 and
to identify what hRad52–hRPA–ssDNA complexes are
responsible for eﬃcient annealing. We used the full-length
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Proteins
Human RPA protein was expressed and puriﬁed as
previously described (40).
Human Rad52, hRad52RQK/AAA and Rad521–212
proteins were puriﬁed essentially as described for fulllength hRad52 (10,32). The concentrations of each
protein were determined using their extinction coeﬃcients:
(hRad52
and
hRad52RQK/AAA),
40 380 M–1 cm–1
–1
–1
1–212
(hRad52
) and 84 000 M–1 cm–1
20 775 M cm
(hRPA).
FRET-based DNA binding and annealing assays

EFRET ¼

4:2 ICy5
,
4:2 ICy5 þ 1:7 ICy3

where ICy5 is the averaged acceptor intensity and ICy3 is
the averaged donor intensity. The IA and ID values were
calculated by averaging the measured ﬂuorescence
intensities for each dye over 2 min after the signal had
equilibrated and subtracting the background ﬂuorescence.
The correction factors (4.2 for the Cy3 dyes and 1.7 for the
Cy5 dye) were assigned based on the fraction of the donor
ﬂuorescence in the acceptor channel and the fraction of
acceptor ﬂuorescence in the donor channel, respectively
speciﬁc to our instrument. After the signal for DNA
alone was recorded, hRad52, hRad52RQK/AAA or
hRad521–212 was titrated into the reaction mixtures. The
ﬂuorescence of the donor and the acceptor was recorded
as above. The calculated EFRET was plotted against the
hRad52, hRad52RQK/AAA or hRad521–212 concentrations
(in monomers) using GraphPad Prism4 software.
Binding of the hRad52, hRad52RQK/AAA or hRad521–212
to the Cy3-Cy5 labeled ssDNA substrates was also monitored in the presence of hRPA protein. The assays were
carried out as described above with the 2 nM hRPA
incubated with ssDNA for 3 min before the ﬁrst addition
of hRad52, hRad52RQK/AAA or hRad521–212.
Annealing of complementary oligonucleotides by
hRad52, hRad52RQK/AAA or hRad521–212 was monitored
under similar conditions as the binding assays. The DNA
substrates used were a ‘target’ molecule 28 nt in length
(T-28) with Cy3 incorporated at the center (50 -ATAGTT
ATGGTGAGGACCC/iCy3/CTTTGTTTC-30 ) and a
Cy5-labeled complementary ‘probe’ molecule (50 -GAAA
CAAAGGGGTCC/iCy5/ TCACCATAACTAT-30 ) (P28). When annealed, the Cy3 and Cy5 dyes
were separated by 5–6 nt yielding a high FRET signal

Gel-based DNA-binding assays
The Cy3-Cy5 labeled 30 or 60 mer poly(dT)
oligonucleotide (50 nM) was mixed with hRad52 (175,
350, 525, 700, 875 and 1050 nM) in 10 ml of standard
reaction buﬀer, containing 30 mM Tris–Acetate (pH 7.5)
and 1 mM DTT. The reaction mixtures were incubated at
37 C for 10 min, ﬁxed with 0.1% glutaraldehyde and were
analyzed by non-denaturing 3.5% polyacrylamide
electrophoresis in TBE buﬀer (90 mM Tris, 64.6 mM
boric acid and 2 mM EDTA [pH 8.0]). The signals were
visualized using a Storm 9600 ﬂuorescence imager (GE
Healthcare) by exciting and visualizing Cy5 ﬂuorescence,
and analyzed using ImageQuant software.
Polyhistidine-tag pulldown assays
The pull-down assays were performed in 50 ml reactions
containing 30 mM Tris–Acetate [pH 7.5], 50 mM KCl,
20 mM imidazole, 1 mM DTT and 0.2% (vol/vol) Triton
X-100. hRad52, hRad52RQK/AAA and hRad521–212 (5 mM)
were incubated with 5 mM hRPA for 20 min at 4 C. An
equal volume (50 ml) of Ni-NTA magnetic agarose beads
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FRET-based analyses of DNA binding by full-length
hRad52, hRad52RQK/AAA or hRad521–212 proteins were
carried out using a Cary Eclipse ﬂuorescence spectrophotometer (Varian) at 25 C in buﬀer containing 30 mM
Tris–Acetate (pH 7.5) and 1 mM DTT. Measurements
began with buﬀer only (baseline) followed by addition of
the respective DNA substrate (1 nM unless indicated otherwise) dually labeled with Cy3 and Cy5 ﬂuorophores.
Following Cy3 excitation at 530 nm, the emission
of the acceptor Cy5 and donor Cy3 ﬂuorophores were
monitored simultaneously at 660 and 565 nm, respectively.
The FRET eﬃciency (EFRET) was calculated as:

(0.81 under our experimental conditions). To carry out
FRET measurements between non-complementary
strands we used T-28 and P0 -28 oligonucleotides, where
P0 -28 sequence (50 -ATAGTTATGGTGAGGACCC/
iCy5/CTTTGTTTC-30 ) was identical to that of T-28.
For each assay, the reaction master mixture containing
the indicated concentrations of proteins (hRad52,
hRad52RQK/AAA, hRad521–212 and/or hRPA) was
prepared at room temperature and divided into two
half-reactions. Following the baseline (buﬀer and
proteins) measurement, 0.5 nM of Cy3-labeled target
ssDNA substrate was added to the reaction cuvette, and
the signal was allowed to stabilize. The annealing reaction
was initiated upon addition of the second half-reaction
pre-incubated with 0.5 nM Cy5-labeled probe ssDNA.
The ﬂuorescence of Cy3 and Cy5 were measured
simultaneously over the reaction time course (400 s). The
change in EFRET was calculated by averaging the EFRET
value for three independent annealing reactions for each
protein concentration tested. This averaged EFRET was
plotted against time and ﬁtted to a double exponential
whose combined amplitude was compared to EFRET
value for dsDNA (0.81) and fully ssDNA (0.18 as determined by mixing two heterologous Cy3- and Cy5-labeled
oligonucleotides in the absence of proteins or by mixing
the T-28 and P-28 molecules bound by 2 nM hRPA) to
determine the extent of annealing reaction. The initial rate
of annealing was determined as the slope of the linear
portion of the progress curve (5–20 s depending on the
protein concentration) for each assay, divided by 0.63
(EFRET diﬀerence between fully single-stranded and fully
annealed DNA) and multiplied by the total amount of
dsDNA present (0.5 nM). The error bars are the
standard error for the slope of the line. Both the rate
and extent of annealing were plotted against the
hRad52, hRad52RQK/AAA or hRad521–212 protein concentration and analyzed using GraphPad Prism4 software.
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(QIAGEN) was washed with 100 ml of reaction buﬀer and
added to the reaction. After the incubation and magnetic
separation of the beads, supernatant was removed from
the reaction for the unbound samples. The beads were
washed twice with 200 ml of reaction buﬀer and
re-suspended in 50 ml of elution buﬀer (30 mM Tris–
acetate [pH 7.5], 300 mM imidazole, 1 mM DTT, 0.1%
SDS). The unbound and eluted fractions were subjected
to 12.5% SDS–PAGE gel electrophoresis followed by
Coomassie Brilliant Blue staining.

Human Rad52 protein displays two modes of ssDNA
binding
Structures of the highly conserved DNA annealing
domain of hRad52 protein (35,36) combined with
genetic analyses (14,41) suggest that the primary DNAbinding site of human Rad52 involves the positively
charged groove on the outer surface of the hRad52 ring.
The location and continuity of the DNA-binding site predicted that ssDNA may wrap around the perimeter of the
protein ring, but this prediction has not been directly
tested and alternative binding modes for hRad52 can be
envisioned (42,43). Residues constituting the secondary
DNA-binding site are located on the ‘top’ of the
hRad52 ring above the positively charge groove
designated as primary ssDNA-binding site (37). It is
unclear how the DNA is distributed between the two
sites during the annealing process. Moreover, estimates
of the Rad52 aﬃnity for ssDNA range from sub-nM to
100 nM (41,44,45). Therefore, we carried out FRET-based
DNA-binding experiments to establish the DNA-binding
mode of hRad52 and to quantitatively evaluate its equilibrium binding to ssDNA.
If ssDNA binding occurs as proposed, then wrapping of
an oligonucleotide of a length similar to the circumference
of the hRad52 ring, labeled with a donor ﬂuorophore on
one terminus and with an acceptor ﬂuorophore on the
other, should yield much higher FRET in hRad52–
ssDNA complex relative to the protein-free ssDNA.
Each subunit of the hRad52 heptamer accommodates
4 nt of ssDNA (46). Therefore, we expected to see the
most pronounced change in FRET for ssDNA close to
28 nt in length.
Cartoon in Figure 1A (blue box) illustrates possible
binding conﬁgurations consistent with calculated FRET
eﬃciency (EFRET) of the 30-nt long poly(dT) ssDNA
substrate (1 nM), labeled with the donor (Cy3) at the
30 end and the acceptor (Cy5) at the 50 end, as a
function of the hRad52 monomer concentration (blue
curve in Figure 1B). At sub-saturating concentrations,
hRad52 readily bound to the poly(dT)-30 substrate
resulting in a linear increase in FRET with increasing
protein concentration (High FRET phase). We attributed
this increase in FRET to the growing fraction of ssDNA
molecules wrapped around the hRad52 ring. The highest
EFRET was achieved for the poly(dT)-30 substrate at
approximately stoichiometric amounts of DNA (1 nM)
to hRad52 monomer (8 nM) as shown in blue dashed
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RESULTS

line in the inset of Figure 1B. Further increase in the
hRad52 concentration resulted in a decrease in EFRET,
which represents the unwrapping of the ssDNA and may
be attributed to the binding of multiple hRad52 oligomers
to the same DNA molecule (medium FRET phase). We
also monitored protein concentration dependence of the
FRET signal originated from the mixture of noncomplementary Cy3- and Cy5-labeled oligonucleotides
T-28 and P0 -28 (red box in Figure 1A and red curve in
Figure 1B). Increase in EFRET in these experiments can
be attributed to two heterologous oligonucleotides
bound to the same hRad52 oligomer or bound to two
diﬀerent but interacting hRad52 rings. In either case,
two ssDNA molecules would be brought suﬃciently
close to each other as would be expected to happen
during homology search and DNA annealing. Indeed,
EFRET between donor and acceptor ﬂuorophores present
on diﬀerent heterologous ssDNA molecules increased in
the hRad52 concentration dependent manner (medium
FRET phase). The maximal EFRET amplitude was
achieved at 6–7 nM of hRad52 (red dashed line in the
inset of Figure 1B), which is only slightly below the
stoichiometric ratio of hRad52 and ssDNA (7 nM,
which corresponds to 4 nt of ssDNA per one monomer
of hRad52 or one heptameric ring per one ssDNA
molecule). Considering that at the stoichiometric condition we expect most hRad51/ssDNA species to contain
one 30-mer oligonucleotide bound in wrapped conﬁguration per one hRad52 ring, there may be frequent and transient ssDNA–ssDNA interaction between two ssDNA–
hRad52 rings, resulting in the observed medium FRET
signal.
The electrophoretic mobility shift assays (Figure 1C)
conﬁrmed our interpretation of the FRET data: the
highest amount of band shift corresponding to a single
Rad52 heptamer ring bound to ssDNA was observed at
the stoichiometric concentrations of hRad52 and DNA
(seven monomers per one 30-nt long ssDNA molecule,
lane 3). In high concentration of Rad52, multiple Rad52
ring binding to ssDNA make high molecular weight
Rad52–ssDNA aggregation (lanes 6 and 7). This
multiple Rad52 and ssDNA complex formation made
Cy3 and Cy5 labeled heterologous DNA spatially
separated and prevent free DNA–DNA interaction
as shown in signiﬁcantly reduced EFRET (low FRET
phase).
The longer poly(dT)-60 substrate, with internally placed
ﬂuorophores separated by 25 nt (Figure 1D), exhibited a
trend in calculated EFRET comparable to that observed for
dually labeled poly(dT)-30 (Figure 1E). However, higher
concentration (15 nM) of hRad52 was required to reach
maximal EFRET (blue dashed line in the inset of Figure 1E)
indicating that in contrast to poly(dT)-30, poly(dT)-60 can
accommodate two hRad52 oligomers in a wrapped conﬁguration corresponding to maximal EFRET (Figure 1D,
High FRET phase). Only the hRad52 oligomer bound to
the 50 half of the poly(dT)-60 where the dyes are located
will contribute to the FRET signal, and the highest EFRET
value is achieved when two hRad52 rings are bound to the
same substrate. Higher concentrations of hRad52 resulted
in a decrease in EFRET again suggesting the binding of
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Figure 1. hRad52 displays a bi-phasic ssDNA binding behavior. FRET and gel-based ssDNA-binding assays with hRad52. The poly(dT)-30 and
poly(dT)-60 substrates were end-labeled with the donor Cy3 (green) and acceptor Cy5 (red) ﬂuorescent dyes. The two heterologous 28-mer
oligonucleotides were internally labeled with Cy3 and Cy5 dyes, respectively. (A) Cartoon interpretation for the observed FRET states for experiments using dually labeled poly(dT)-30 (blue box) and two heterologous oligonucleotides (red box). Blue circles depict projections of hRad52
heptameric rings with primary and secondary DNA-binding site aligned inside the ring (not depicted separately). (B) Titrations were performed by
additions of hRad52 at indicated concentrations to a solution containing 1 nM poly(dT)-30 ssDNA (blue curve) or 0.5 nM each Cy3- and Cy5-labeled
28-mers (1 nM total; red curve). The data points and error bars represent averages and standard deviations for three independent titrations. (C) The
dually-labeled poly(dT)-30 substrates (50 nM molecules) were also used in gel-based DNA-binding assays as described in the materials and methods.
The respective positions of the protein ssDNA and various mobility-shifted complexes are indicated by arrows on the right of the gel. Red asterisk
marks stoichiometric-binding condition where seven monomers of hRad52 are present per one 30-mer ssDNA. (D) Cartoon representation of
possible poly(dT)-60-hRad52 complexes and corresponding FRET states. (E) Internal positions of Cy3 and Cy5 in the longer ssDNA poly(dT)60 demonstrate a wrapped conformation of ssDNA around the perimeter of the hRad52 ring because the peak FRET could not be achieved by
hRad52 binding only to the ends of ssDNA (grey complex). (F) Mobility-shift assay carried out with 50 nM poly(dT)-60 ssDNA. Red asterisk marks
stoichiometric concentration.
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R261Q262K263 in the C-terminal region of hRad52 are
responsible for hRad52–RPA interaction
Replication protein A (RPA) plays critical roles in DNA
replication, recombination and repair. Importantly, RPA
interacts with Rad52 during Rad51-dependent HR and
single-strand annealing (15,21,33,44,47). Human RPA
(hRPA) interaction site within hRad52 protein involves
species-speciﬁc C-terminal region of the Rad52 protein
(47) and two similar amino-acid sequences within hRPA,
one in the OB fold A, which belongs to the RPA70 subunit
and another in the RPA32 subunit (44) (Schematically
depicted in Figure 2A). Although acidic cluster region of
Saccharomyces cerevisiae Rad52 (amino acids 308–311)
was reported to be directly involved in RPA binding
(48), this region is not conserved in human Rad52
protein. Moreover, no reported mutations within human
Rad52 protein speciﬁcally disrupt hRad52–hRPA interaction. Amino-acid sequence of the C-terminal region of
hRad52 contains a conserved motif found in several
hRPA interacting proteins (Figure 2B) (49). Recently,
Ciccia et al. reported that substitution of conserved
RQK motif in human DNA annealing helicase
SMARCAL1 (HARP) for AAA signiﬁcantly reduces its
interaction with hRPA protein (50). By analogy with
SMARCAL1, we substituted the RQK motif of hRad52
(residues 261–263) for three alanines to construct a
hRad52 mutant lacking the capacity to bind hRPA. The
resulting mutant protein, hRad52RQK/AAA, was expressed
and puriﬁed along with hRad521–212, which lacks capacity
to bind hRPA due to complete deletion of the C-terminal
domain responsible for the hRad52-hRPA interaction
(Figure 2C). Indeed, deletion of the C-terminal domain
yielded hRad521–212 incapable of forming stable
complexes with hRPA protein. Similarly, removal of
RQK motif signiﬁcantly reduced interaction between
hRad52RQK/AAA mutant and RPA, as evident from the
pull-down assays that took advantage of the 6xHistidine
tag on hRad52 protein (Figure 2D).
Human RPA allows binding to and wrapping of ssDNA
by hRad52, but competes with hRad52RQK/AAA or
hRad521–212 for binding
We examined the ability of the two mutants to bind
ssDNA in a wrapped conﬁguration and analyzed the
eﬀect of hRPA on the wrapping of DNA by hRad52,
hRad52RQK/AAA or hRad521–212. These assays were
carried out essentially as described above for the wild
type protein except that 2 nM hRPA was incubated with
ssDNA (1 nM) prior to hRad52 addition. This amount of
hRPA should be suﬃcient to saturate ssDNA considering
the subnanomolar aﬃnity of RPA for ssDNA (51–53) and
its binding site size of 25–30 nt (54). Indeed under
our experimental conditions, hRPA readily bound to
short oligonucleotides (Supplementary Figure S4).
Approximately 1.5 and 2.5 nM hRPA was suﬃcient to
saturate 1 nM poly(dT)-30 and poly(dT)-60, respectively
and twice that concentration required to saturate 2 nM
ssDNA. The hRad52-binding trend of an initial increase
followed by a decrease in FRET with increasing protein
concentration was conserved even in the presence of
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multiple protein oligomers (medium FRET phase).
Importantly, the bi-phasic hRad52-binding isotherms in
the presence of poly(dT)-60, in which the donor and
acceptor dyes are positioned internally, demonstrated
that the observed FRET change resulted from DNA
continuously wrapped around the hRad52 rings and not
from hRad52 capturing only the ends of the labeled
strands (Figure 1D, grey complex). If the latter were
true, we should have observed no increase in EFRET
associated with phase I for this substrate.
As with the shorter substrate, the electrophoretic
mobility shift assays (Figure 1F) conﬁrmed the FRET
data interpretations: the longer poly(dT)-60 substrate
can accommodate two hRad52 oligomers in a wrapped
conformation at stoichiometric concentrations of
hRad52 and DNA (lane 3). We also observed high
molecular weight hRad52-ssDNA aggregation at higher
hRad52 concentrations (lanes 6 and 7) as with the
shorter poly(dT)-30 substrate.
Additional binding mode comparisons were performed
with end-labeled poly(dT)-22, poly(dT)-39 and poly(dT)50 (Supplementary Figure S1). A similar binding trend
was displayed for these substrates. The highest EFRET
for the poly(dT)-39 and poly(dT)-50 was achieved at the
protein concentrations similar to that required to wrap the
poly(dT)-60 substrate, suggesting that 39-mer ssDNA may
accommodate more than one oligomeric ring. In contrast,
poly(dT)-22 required the same concentration of protein to
achieve maximal EFRET as poly(dT)-30. Due to the shorter
distance between the two ends, the change in the FRET
signal was lower for this substrate (Supplementary
Figure S1).
Based on the bi-phasic shape of the binding curves
described above, we propose that binding in the
wrapped mode at low hRad52 concentrations is very
tight (Kd << 1 nM) so that hRad52 forms stoichiometric
complexes with ssDNA, supporting subnanomolar aﬃnity
of hRad52 for ssDNA determined by others (44). In the
second, extended binding mode, not all protomers within
the hRad52 rings are bound to ssDNA resulting in a lower
aﬃnity interaction and therefore in a distinguishable
phase on the binding curve. To conﬁrm stoichiometric
binding, FRET-based-binding assays for hRad52, were
performed for a range of DNA concentrations (1, 2 and
10 nM). As expected, at higher the DNA concentration,
more hRad52 was needed to reach maximum EFRET
(Supplementary Figure S2).
Human Rad52 bound dsDNA, end-labeled with Cy3
and Cy5 dyes on opposite termini of the 30-nt strands,
in a bent conformation (Supplementary Figure S3).
Although the initial FRET was lower for dsDNA due to
the increased rigidity of the double helix, the correlation of
the EFRET trends for ssDNA and dsDNA indicated
similar DNA distortion by hRad52. It is likely that this
dsDNA distortion is caused by binding into the secondary
DNA-binding site located on the top of the hRad52
ring (37), which in contrast to the narrow groove of
primary DNA-binding site should present no steric
hindrance to duplex binding.
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hRPA (Figure 3A and B). The starting EFRET value prior
to the addition of hRad52 was lower because
hRPA-binding straightened the DNA relative to that in
the protein-free DNA. Although hRPA had little or no
eﬀect on the hRad52 concentration required to achieve
maximum EFRET and maximum wrapping of ssDNA, we
observed an overall decrease in the EFRET values, suggesting either the inability of hRad52 to fully wrap the
hRPA-coated ssDNA or change in the shape of hRad52
oligomer (42,43).
Human Rad52RQK/AAA mutant binds and wraps
poly(dT)-30 and poly(dT)-60 in the same manner as does
the wild type. We observed the biphasic mode of ssDNA
binding with highest EFRET achieved at 7 nM of

hRad52RQK/AAA, suggesting that R261A, Q262A, K263A
mutations did not aﬀect the ssDNA binding (Figure 3C
and D). In the case of hRad521–212, structural studies
revealed the assembly of predominantly 11-membered
ring with the overall diameter very similar to that of the
7-membered ring observed for the full length protein
(35,36). Similar to the full length protein, the hRad521–212
truncation mutant showed a dual mode of ssDNA binding
with the highest EFRET achieved at approximately
10 nM hRad521–212 (close to one undecameric ring) for
30-mer and 20 nM hRad521–212 (two rings) for 60-mer
(Figure 3E and F). Human Rad52RQK/AAA and
hRad521–212 mutant proteins displayed a similar overall
trend of DNA-binding isotherms in the presence of
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Figure 2. hRad52RQK/AAA and hRad521–212 display impaired interaction with hRPA. (A) Schematic representation of hRPA and hRad52 domain
organization. Blue boxes in the hRPA70 and RPA32 subunits denoted as A, B, C & D represent 4 OB-fold of hRPA responsible for ssDNA binding.
The hRPA interaction region of hRad52 was shown as a pink box. (B) Sequence alignment of the putative hRPA-interacting motifs from hRad52,
hXPA, hUNG2, hTIPIN and hSMARCAL1. (C) SDS–PAGE depicting puriﬁed hRad52, hRad52RQK/AAA, hRad521–212 and hRPA proteins.
(D) Pull-down assays using 6xHis-tagged hRad52, hRad52RQK/AAA or hRad521–212 (5 mM) incubated with untagged hRPA (5 mM) and Ni-NTA
magnetic beads. Both, unbound and bound fractions are shown as speciﬁed in the table above the gel.
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Figure 3. hRad52RQK/AAA and hRad521–212 but not hRad52 compete with hRPA for binding to ssDNA. Comparison of ssDNA-binding modes
observed for hRad52, hRad52RQK/AAA or hRad521–212 in the absence or presence of hRPA. Where indicated, hRPA was added to the ssDNA and an
initial EFRET value was measured prior to initiating the protein titration. The calculated EFRET values are plotted against the corresponding protein
concentration (nM, monomers). (A) The binding isotherms for 1 nM poly(dT)-30 ssDNA binding by hRad52 alone (ﬁlled circles), in the presence
2 nM hRPA (open circles). (B) Binding of 1 nM poly(dT)-60 by hRad52 alone (closed circles) and 2 nM hRPA (open circles). (C) The isotherms for
binding of hRad52RQK/AAA to 1 nM poly(dT)-30 ssDNA without hRPA (closed circles) and 2 nM hRPA (open circles). (D) The binding isotherms for
hRad52RQK/AAA and 1 nM poly(dT)-60 without hRPA (closed circles) and 2 nM hRPA (open circles). (E) The isotherms for binding of hRad521–212
to 1 nM poly(dT)-30 ssDNA without hRPA (closed circles) and 2 nM hRPA (open circles). (F) The binding isotherms for hRad521–212 and 1 nM
poly(dT)-60 without hRPA (closed circles) and 2 nM hRPA (open circles).
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hRPA (Figure 3C–F). However, higher hRad52RQK/AAA
or hRad521–212 concentrations were required to reach
maximum EFRET suggesting that, unlike hRad52,
hRad52RQK/AAA and hRad521–212 compete with hRPA
for the ssDNA lattice.
The active species during annealing are
ssDNA–hRad52(+hRPA) complexes

DISCUSSION
In the current study, we demonstrated that hRad52 stably
binds and wraps both, protein free and hRPA-coated
ssDNA.
In the absence of hRPA, the ssDNA concentration
yielding the fastest annealing equals the concentration in
which the DNA molecules were wrapped around individual hRad52, hRad52RQK/AAA or hRad521–212 rings.
Therefore, optimal annealing occurs at conditions in
which both strands are bound by hRad52 as opposed to
one hRad52–ssDNA complex plus protein-free ssDNA or
multi-ringed hRad52–ssDNA complexes interacting with
each other.
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The investigation into the eﬀects of yeast RPA on
Rad52-mediated DNA annealing has demonstrated that
RPA is required for Rad52 to anneal long DNA molecules, but interferes with the Rad52-mediated annealing
of shorter oligonucleotides (15). However, the precise
mechanism of hRad52-mediated annealing, with or
without hRPA, remains elusive. For example, it is
unknown whether annealing occurs between a hRad52–
ssDNA complex and a protein-free ssDNA strand, or
could involve two hRad52–ssDNA complexes.
We investigated the ability of hRad52, hRad52RQK/AAA
or hRad521–212 to anneal complementary 28-nt DNA
strands and how hRPA inﬂuences these annealing reactions (Figure 4). The ssDNA molecules were internally
labeled with the donor Cy3 (T-28) or the acceptor Cy5
(P-28) such that when the annealed product was formed,
the proximity of the dyes to each other (5–6 nt) resulted
in high EFRET (0.81). Each oligonucleotide (0.5 nM in
ﬁnal assays or 1 nM in respective half-reactions) was separately preincubated with hRad52, hRad52RQK/AAA,
hRad521–212, and/or hRPA proteins. Annealing was
initiated by mixing the two half-reactions.
Representative progress curves for annealing mediated
by hRad52, hRad52RQK/AAA and hRad521–212 are shown
in Figure 4A. The annealing assays performed with a
range of hRad52 (Figure 4, left column), hRad52RQK/
AAA
(middle column) or hRad521–212 concentrations
(right column) yielded the initial rates of annealing
(Figure 4B) and the annealing extents (fraction of
dsDNA, as measured by FRET, when the equilibrium
between annealing and duplex melting is achieved under
each condition) (Figure 4C). At each concentration tested,
hRad52, hRad52RQK/AAA or hRad521–212 were capable of
annealing the oligonucleotides, but to diﬀerent extents.
Under our conditions (low ionic strength), the rate and
extent of spontaneous annealing of the oligonucleotides
in the absence of proteins or in the presence of hRPA
alone were negligible. Initially, both the rate and extent
of annealing increased with the increasing concentration
of hRad52. The fastest annealing was achieved with 8 nM
hRad52 (Figure 4B, left). At over-saturating hRad52 concentrations (15–50 nM), the rate of annealing was
signiﬁcantly reduced (Figure 4B, left), but the extent of
dsDNA formation remained nearly 100% (Figure 4C,
left). Results for hRad52RQK/AAA annealing were consistent with those of the full-length protein with 8 nM being
optimal for annealing (Figure 4B and C, middle). The
maximum annealing rate of hRad521–212 was reduced by
approximately 2-fold relative to the full-length protein
suggesting that diﬀerence in oligomerization state or
lack of whole C-terminal region impairs the ssDNA
annealing activity. However, at the optimal protein

concentration (10 nM), the extent of annealing reached
nearly 100% (Figure 4B and C, right).
The eﬀect of hRPA on the annealing reaction mediated
by hRad52, hRad52RQK/AAA or hRad521–212 is also shown
in Figure 4. Although annealing still occurred, the
presence of hRPA (2 nM) negatively aﬀected both the
rate and extent of annealing by hRad52 as indicated by
the shallower curve and the lower EFRET values achieved
compared to the annealing assays run in the absence of
hRPA (Figure 4A–C left column). Over the range of
hRad52 concentrations tested in the presence of 2 nM
hRPA, the most favorable annealing condition was
achieved at 10 nM hRad52 (Figure 4B and C) which is
similar to the optimum binding/wrapping concentration
of hRad52 in the presence of hRPA (Figure 4D). For
adequate comparison, the binding data shown in
Figure 4D is an expanded view of the concentrations
between 0 and 50 nM hRad52 shown in Figure 3A.
In agreement with observed competition for ssDNA
binding, DNA annealing by hRad52RQK/AAA (Figure 4B
and C, middle) and hRad521–212 (Figure 4B and C, right)
was severely impaired in the presence of hRPA protein.
The annealing rate in the presence of optimal concentrations of hRad52RQK/AAA and hRad521–212 decreased
approximately 7- and 10-fold respectively, in the
presence of hRPA. In contrast, hRPA caused only
4-fold decrease in the annealing rate of the full-length
protein.
Human RPA is known to possess a helix destabilization
propensity (55). In agreement with published data,
addition of hRPA directly to dsDNA (annealed T-28
and P-28 DNA) resulted in a decrease in FRET due to
the destabilization of the duplex upon hRPA binding
(Supplementary Figure S5A and B). The presence of
hRad52 resulted in both slower melting rate and limited
extent of melting reaction likely due to two processes that
oﬀset each other in equilibrium: annealing by hRad52
protein and hRPA-mediated duplex destabilization, also
explaining the reduced extent of hRad52-mediated
annealing in the presence of hRPA. Additionally, both
hRad52RQK/AAA and hRad521–212 displayed milder inhibitory eﬀect on extent of hRPA-mediated duplex
destabilization (Supplementary Figure S5A) and caused
no change in the initial rate of duplex melting by hRPA
(Supplementary Figure S5B).
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Figure 4. Eﬀects of hRPA on ssDNA binding and annealing by hRad52. FRET-based annealing assays were preformed using 0.5 nM of each,
Target-28 and Probe-28 oligonucleotides internally-labeled with Cy3 and Cy5, respectively. (A) Representative annealing curves depict reactions with
8 nM hRad52, hRad52RQK/AAA and hRad521–212 in the absence (grey closed circles) or presence of 2 nM hRPA (open circles), conditions most
favoring the annealing. Three independent FRET eﬃciency (EFRET) trajectories were collected and averaged for each condition. The data were ﬁtted
to a double exponential to yield the amplitudes of EFRET change at equilibrium. The initial linear increase in the EFRET yielded annealing rates.
The EFRET values corresponding to the fully single-stranded and double-stranded DNA are indicated by the dotted lines. The substrates and product
of the annealing reaction are schematically depicted on the right of the graph. (B) Initial rates of annealing reactions using protein-free ssDNA
(grey circles) and RPA-coated ssDNA (open circles) carried out by hRad52, hRad52RQK/AAA and hRad521–212 at the indicated concentrations.
(C) Extents of the annealing reactions were calculated from the amplitude of EFRET change for each condition. (D) The EFRET trends for hRad52,
hRad52RQK/AAA and hRad521–212 binding to poly(dT)-30 ssDNA (1 nM) in the absence or presence of hRPA (2 nM) are shown for comparison of
optimal binding and annealing conditions.
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the hRad52 ring without introducing a large
conformational change (35). However, it can be
accommodated in the secondary-binding site (37). In
agreement, we observed that hRad52 is capable of
binding and distorting dsDNA, but not to the same
degree as ssDNA (Supplementary Figure S3). The
maximal FRET signal achieved with dually labeled
dsDNA was lower compared to that for ssDNA and
was achieved at a higher protein/DNA ratio. This could
be either due to the diﬀerence in binding mode or aﬃnity
between ssDNA and dsDNA.
We observed optimal annealing at hRad52 concentrations in which the DNA strands were wrapped around a
single hRad52 ring. At high protein concentrations when
multiple hRad52 rings bind to a single ssDNA molecule,
the interactions between the DNA backbone and the
positively-charged residues of the protein will be maintained, but a sacriﬁce would be made in the number of
contacts between the DNA and each subunit of a bound
hRad52 ring. Although this altered DNA binding locally
preserves the presentation of the bases, the overall conformation of the multi-ringed hRad52–ssDNA complex
suggests that the search for complementary bases would
be disrupted, explaining the decrease in the rate of
annealing when excess hRad52 is present. Another explanation for the reduced annealing eﬃciency at higher
hRad52 concentrations is the increase in DNA-free
hRad52 oligomers. These ‘empty’ rings would be
nonproductive partners for the hRad52–ssDNA
complexes. In agreement with this proposition, the rate
of annealing was signiﬁcantly reduced at hRad52 concentrations exceeding 10 nM, while the extent of the reaction
remained nearly 100% even at much higher concentrations of the protein.
Human Rad52 displayed similar ssDNA-binding modes
even in the presence of hRPA. However, hRad52 did not
wrap hRPA-coated ssDNA as completely. It is likely that
hRad52 does not displace hRPA from the ssDNA, but
rather distorts the ssDNA–hRPA complex. This
proposal is supported by the observation that the aﬃnity
of the hRPA–hRad52 complex for ssDNA is higher than
that observed for the individual proteins separately (44).
Although the gel-mobility shift and SPR experiments (44)
could not unambiguously determine which species in the
hRPA–hRad52 complex actually contacts ssDNA, the
C-terminal domain of hRad52 that interacts with hRPA
but has no DNA-binding capacity of its own (47) also
enhanced hRPA aﬃnity for ssDNA. Therefore, interaction with hRad52 per se does not dislodge hRPA from
ssDNA. We can envision that the same fragment of
ssDNA can accommodate both proteins, which interact
with one another, and that the formation of the hRPA–
ssDNA–hRad52 complex may prevent the ssDNA from
binding completely within the DNA-binding groove of
hRad52. Formation of the hRPA–ssDNA–hRad52
complex on short oligonucleotides that can bind only
one or two hRPA molecules distinguishes these proteins
from their yeast counterparts, where formation of the
stable yRPA–ssDNA–yRad52 complex requires multiple
RPA molecules bound to the same ssDNA (59).
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Similarly, the most eﬃcient annealing and the fastest
homology search occurs when hRad52 heptameric rings
and hRPA-coated ssDNA are present as stoichiometric
complexes. However, the rate and extent of annealing
were signiﬁcantly reduced from those observed in the
annealing assays without hRPA.
Moreover, the comparison study of hRad52 with
hRad52RQK/AAA or hRad521–212 demonstrated that
hRad52–hRPA interaction not only facilitates binding
of hRad52 to hRPA-coated ssDNA, but is also important
for counteracting helix destabilization activity of hRPA.
The two structures obtained for the ssDNA annealing
domain of hRad52 positioned a putative DNA-binding
groove around the outer surface of the protein ring
(35,36). This proposition was further validated by
mutational studies that highlighted the importance of
the positively charged residues located in this groove for
ssDNA binding (41). The secondary DNA-binding site
was proposed to run along the upper rim of the hRad52
ring (37). In yeast, the in vivo concentration of Rad52 is
103 molecules/cell, which would be suﬃcient to
stoichiometrically bind 4 kb of ssDNA (56). With the
ﬂuctuating levels of ssDNA during normal cell cycle
there would be ample amounts of Rad52 to form
Rad52–ssDNA complexes. Under conditions, where a
lot of ssDNA is produced due to ongoing recombinational
DNA repair, the ratio of Rad52 to ssDNA will result in
DNA mostly present in a wrapped conﬁguration, while it
would be unlikely to ﬁnd ssDNA oversaturated with
Rad52 during the steps in DNA maintenance and repair
requiring Rad52 annealing activity. The search for the
region of suﬃcient complementarity proceeds via continuous interaction between nucleoprotein complexes containing both DNA strands (57). However, little is known
about the nature of the complex formed between hRad52
and hRPA-coated ssDNA. Moreover, both ring (58) and
non-ring forms of hRad52 protein (42,43) were proposed
to act in DNA annealing.
Here, we provide experimental evidence demonstrating
that at stoichiometric amounts of protein:DNA, ssDNA is
bound around the perimeter of the full-length hRad52
ring. An ssDNA molecule bound around the perimeter
of the hRad52 ring would be in a low energy state due
to the favorable interactions between the negatively
charged phosphodiester backbone and the positively
charged residues of the protein. The continuous binding
site around the protein ring would position the
phosphodiester backbone of the ssDNA within the
groove with the bases extending outward (35,36) with
each hRad52 protomer-binding 4 nt (35,46). This
hRad52–ssDNA conformation would be ideal for
probing base pair complementarity of protein-free DNA,
DNA coated with hRPA or another hRad52–ssDNA
complex (35).
If during hRad52-mediated annealing, a signiﬁcant
number of perfect base pairs are identiﬁed so that the
equilibrium is shifted toward product formation, then
rearrangement of the ssDNA–hRad52 complex would be
required to release the DNA strand(s) from one or both
rings. It has been proposed that duplex DNA cannot be
contained within the narrow DNA-binding groove around
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The reduced rate and extent of hRad52-mediated
annealing in the presence of hRPA may be explained by
the competition between hRPA-mediated duplex
destabilization and hRad52-mediated annealing. The
hRPA heterotrimer contacts ssDNA primarily via the
large subunit (RPA70) and occludes 30 nt (44,54). As
previously stated, human Rad52 was proposed to bind
four nt per monomer of the protein ring (35,36,46).
Therefore, our 30 nt substrates would ideally permit the
complete binding (wrapping) by a single hRPA complex
or hRad52 ring. Nevertheless, we observed a more
complex binding equilibrium shifting between multiple
species including: single hRad52–ssDNA or hRPA–
ssDNA
complexes,
multi-ringed
hRad52–ssDNA
complexes, or a ternary complex of hRad52–ssDNA–
hRPA (Figure 5). It is likely that within this ternary
complex, the presence of hRPA is maintained not only
by its binding to ssDNA but also by its association with
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Figure 5. Model for DNA binding and annealing by hRad52 in the
presence of hRPA. At optimal protein concentrations, hRad52 binds
the ssDNA–hRPA complex through hRad52–hRPA interaction and
forms hRad52–hRPA–ssDNA ternary complex in wrapped conﬁguration. This binding mode yields hRad52–hRPA–ssDNA ‘active’
complexes required for eﬃcient annealing of complementary DNA
strands. Due to the presence of two DNA-binding sites in each
hRad52 ring, we can envision two possible mechanisms for homology
search between hRad52–hRPA–ssDNA complexes (schematically
illustrated inside the inset box). Predicted positions of primary and
secondary DNA-binding sites are denoted as 1 and 2 . The annealing
process is dynamic and is oﬀset by hRPA-mediated duplex
destabilization. Excess hRad52 results in multiple hRad52 rings
competing for binding to the ssDNA thus forming ‘non-active’
complexes that inhibit annealing.

the C-terminus of hRad52. This would explain the diﬀerence in how hRPA aﬀected binding and annealing by
hRad52, hRad52RQK/AAA and hRad521–212. Although its
equilibrium was shifted due to competition with hRPA,
the hRad52RQK/AAA and hRad521–212 mutants bound
DNA in a wrapped conformation similar to the full-length
protein in the presence of hRPA. However, the addition of
hRPA inhibited both the rate and extent of annealing by
hRad52RQK/AAA and hRad521–212 to a much greater
degree than that of the full-length hRad52 protein.
Therefore, the ability of hRad52 to form a complex with
hRPA is important for the annealing of complementary
DNA because it may facilitate partial release of hRPA
from the DNA thus allowing hRad52 to initiate and
then successfully complete annealing. The newly formed
duplex, however, will be the substrate for hRPA-mediated
melting. Hence, the observed rate and extent (which
reﬂects equilibrium between free ssDNA, DNA in a
duplex form, bound to hRPA and bound to hRad52) of
annealing were lower in the presence of hRPA.
This reduction in the rate of hRad52-mediated
annealing of oligonucleotides by hRPA needs to be
reconciled with the ﬁnding that RPA is required for
annealing of plasmid-length DNA by yeast Rad52 (15).
Dynamic equilibrium between the binding of hRad52
and hRPA on ssDNA and the eﬀect of hRPA on the
annealing ability of hRad52 is necessary to permit the
local competition that will ultimately ensure that
annealing occurs over complementary regions of suﬃcient
length, and thus will be beneﬁcial for annealing longer
stretches of truly homologous DNA as occurs in vivo.
The binding and annealing trends we observed in vitro
using oligonucleotides may therefore accurately represent
these focused interactions between hRad52 and hRPA on
the DNA lattice.
In addition to revealing the preferred geometry of
ssDNA involved in the search for complementary
sequence, our results have another important implication:
the most eﬀective annealing occurs between two hRad52–
ssDNA (or hRad52–ssDNA–hRPA) complexes and not
between a nucleoprotein complex and a protein-free
ssDNA. Although in our model we treat hRad52
oligomers as rings for all steps of binding and annealing,
similar model can be drawn for other possible conformations including, for example, open or partially
disassembled rings as long as a curved nature of the
oligomer is preserved. Because the search for homology
occurs without dissociation of the two complexes after the
initial pairing event (57), we can envision the annealing
process whereby the two hRad52 oligomers interact with
one another probing homology until an extended complementary region is found (schematically depicted in the
inset in Figure 5). When homology between the two
ringed structures is probed 4 nt at a time, a portion of
one strand may be pulled out of the deep groove within
the ring and temporarily placed into the secondary
DNA-binding site of the interacting ring and probed for
complementarity. Alternatively, portions of both strands
may be moved up to the secondary DNA-binding sites of
their respective rings. If the ﬁrst 4 nt tested on the two
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strands are indeed complementary, the resulting duplex
formation will promote the probing of the adjacent 4 nt.
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Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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